Intelligent Infrastructures: Intelligent Security

Video Transcript

There is no code that can’t be cracked. No firewall that can’t be breached.

Adding more passwords and firewalls will not add more security to your business.

And complying with industry standards, or those demanded by your clients, is not enough.

Compliance is based on existing threats, but does not prepare you for future threats.

Defending your business is a dynamic, strategic activity.

Protection must be both proactive and adaptive. Allowing your customers in, but keeping threats at bay.

An intelligent security approach helps you predict and pre-empt risk, moving you toward a more proactive security stance.

By using analytics to help you detect, predict and understand, by gathering threat intelligence, to help you prepare by containing and neutralizing attacks and keeping threats away from your strategic resources.
Accenture has more than 20 years of experience, helping corporations and governments across the globe develop and deploy security capabilities. We defend enterprises against threats to their business, and put in place new business processes, all while maintaining acceptable risk levels.

We have a track record of innovation and the ability to deliver effective security measurements at any scale, anywhere.

We'll work to understand your business needs and the associated threats.

We'll help you extract more value from your data to enable swift response to threats. And we'll work with you to develop an intelligent security approach that will help you defend your digital business.

Let’s get intelligent today